
To regain our national freedom, we need to vote to Exit the 
EU in the forthcoming referendum. To do that we are going 
to have to educate the public voters at large who generally 
know little about our EU membership. They need 
understandable facts to dispel the Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt 
(FUD) that the Europhiles will throw at them.  
They will also need to grasp the opportunity of how we can 
all be so much better off as an independent, freely trading 
nation. 

Draft presentation (No.1) for educating Milton Keynes people into the realities of the EU. 

June 2015 George Harlock – Milton Keynes 
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This is the 2nd of a series of presentations that will look at the pros and cons of continuing our membership 
of the EU.  No doubt the government will flood us with pro EU propaganda nearer the time of the 
Referendum. The Establishment have already started. 
 

The topics I will aim to research and cover will be: 
 

1. The structure of, and the way the EU actually works. The Democratic Vacuum – part 1. 
2. The loss of democracy and sovereignty over 40 years. The Democratic Vacuum – part 2. 
3. The costs of our membership as far as can be determined. 
4. The benefits in financial terms, if any, of our membership as far as can be determined. 
5. The costs to our social fabric and culture. 
6. The benefits, if any, to our social fabric and culture. 
7. How we can get out & why we should.  The different options including the ‘FleXcit' plan. 
8. What may happen after a British Exit (BrExit) – Opportunities and Risks. Myths debunked. 
9. What would likely happen if we stay in. Anything else that occurs to me along the way. 

 
 

2 Draft presentation (No.2) for educating Milton Keynes people into the realities of the EU. 

This 2nd presentation will examine the progress from the self-governing, 
“free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & N.I. to merely a region in the 

“United States of Europe” with almost zero democracy. 

The Democratic Vacuum – part 2. 



That’s the figure from the EU Commission itself, a group of unelected and unaccountable 
bureaucrats who have sole arbitrary power to propose the vast majority of laws that affect Britain. 
 
Since records began in 1996, the UK has not managed to prevent a single proposal placed in front of 
the Council of Ministers from becoming European law. So much for British sovereignty. 
 

Source: Get Britain Out 

“The EU makes 75% of British laws” 3 

Somewhere 
between 25-35% 

How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  i.e.. by elected MPs 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  i.e. by elected MPs 

Our National 
Sovereignty was 100% 

British Sovereignty 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 

START  1939 - Prior to WW II, and just after, Britain is a completely free, self 
governing country.  No-one tells us what to do. Parliament is supreme in terms of 
our laws and fully accountable to the electorate. 
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How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

National Sovereignty 
still almost 100% 

Influence of NATO, 
International Monetary 
Fund, United Nations  
etc. 

1 - pre 1973.  Pretty much still a free, self governing country.  Newly formed 
bodies post WW II make some obligations.  The European Coal & Steel Community 
Treaty 1952 and The Treaty of Rome 1958 bringing the EEC (European Economic 
Community) into existence does not affect us. 

British Sovereignty 

5 Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

The amount of National 
Sovereignty left. 
Influence of Nato, IMF, 
UN etc 
Treaty of Rome & Treaty 
of Brussels provisions 

British Sovereignty 

A summary of this and following treaties will be provided later.   
(Not all of the treaties shown .) 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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2 - 1973.  The Traitor “There will be no loss of Sovereignty” Edward 
Heath signs us up to Rome & Brussels Treaties but with NO public 
mandate. Two years later Harold “Wislon” pretends to have won some 
concessions back before urging a YES vote in 1975 referendum on 
staying IN the EEC or “Common Market”. We were misled, lied to, and 
sadly we said Yes! Heath knew it was a path to political union and not 
simply about trade as he told us.  So did Wilson. 
I have copies of these 2 guidance pamphlets available. 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

The amount of National 
Sovereignty left. 
Influence of Nato, IMF, 
UN etc 
Treaty of Rome 
provisions 
Single European Act 

3 - 1986. The Single European Act. Signed by Margaret Thatcher, PM 

British Sovereignty 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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Preparation for enlargement, brings in Qualified Majority Voting (QMV). 
Expanded considerably the areas of so-called ‘Competences’ of the EU. 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

National Sovereignty left 

Influence of Nato, IMF, 
UN etc 
Treaty of Rome 
provisions 
Single European  Act 

Maastricht Treaty 
provisions 

4  - 1992. Maastricht Treaty signed by John Major, PM 

British Sovereignty 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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The European Economic Community (EEC) becomes the European Union & we became “Citizens” 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

The amount of National 
Sovereignty left. 
Influence of Nato, IMF, 
UN etc 
Treaty of Rome 
provisions 
European Single Act 

Maastricht Treaty 
provisions 
Lisbon Treaty provisions 

5  - 2007.  Lisbon Treaty signed by Gordon Brown (who was never elected as PM). 

British Sovereignty 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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Various new bodies & positions created ie. Diplomatic Service & EU President.  Brings in a full 
constitution and EU created as a state. Lots of national vetoes scrapped. 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

National Sovereignty left - 
maybe 25% at best 
Influence of Nato, IMF, UN 
etc 
Treaty of Rome provisions 

European Single Act 

Maastricht Treaty provisions 

Lisbon Treaty provisions 

Cumulative effect of 100,000s 
EU Directives & Regulations 

6  - 2015. The cumulative effect of 100,000s of Regulations, Directives & Decisions, 
imposed upon us over many years. 

Just about zero for British voters to 
impact. We have NO say on the rest. This 
is not democracy 

British  Sovereignty 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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The accumulated body of law is known as  
The ‘Acquis Communautaire’ - 170,000 pages 



How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

• After 40 years, this is ALL we have left! 
 

• And at no time since 1975 have YOU given your consent.  Your country 
has been stealthily stolen from under your nose.   
 

• There is now a European “Superstate” (the EU) and guess who dominates 
it?  Here’s a clue, we have just commemorated the 70th anniversary of VE 
day. (If you need another clue, just ask the Greeks.) 
 

•  It is definitely moving in “ever closer union” to a United States of Europe. 

Stage 7 – May 2015.   

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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Oh really? 



Source: MagicEyeRevo.  Figures from Campaign for an Independent Britain 

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI 
to merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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What this means to YOU is that so much of your life is out of your ability to vote on, to have 
even a semblance of democratic control. Strangely, Health and Education are not shown. 



Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, former French president and Brussels mover and shaker, captured well 
the EU’s modus operandi in a 2007 interview for Le Monde: ‘Public opinion will be led to 
adopt, without knowing it, the proposals we dare not present to them 
directly.’ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaties_of_the_European_Union 
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 1952 Paris Treaty established the European Coal & Steel Community 
 1958 Rome Treaty sets up the European Economic Community (EEC) and European Atomic Energy            
 Community (Euratom). Extends integration to general economic co-operation. 
  1967 Brussels Merger Treaty creates a Commission & a Council for the 3 communities. 
  1972 We join. The European Communities Act 1972 passed by our Parliament starts the rot! 
  1987 Single European Act  (Luxembourg) reforms institutions for enlargement of Spain & Portugal. 
 Extends Qualified Majority Voting QMV to reduce vetoes. 
  1990 Britain joins the Exchange Rate Mechanism in Oct. and crashes out Sept. 1992 costing £6bn. 
  1993 Maastricht Treaty prepares for monetary union (the Euro) & elements of political union ie. 
 citizenship, common foreign & internal affairs policy. EEC becomes European Union. Idea of 
 ‘subsidiarity’ ie. taking decisions at the lowest possible government level was introduced.  
  1999  Amsterdam Treaty reforms of EU bodies for enlargement, increases co-decision voting. 
  2003  Nice Treaty reforms of EU bodies for enlargement to 25, changes to composition of Commission 
 and voting in Council. 
  2009  Lisbon Treaty makes EU a global player on issues such as climate change. It aimed to make it 
more democratic & efficient. More power for the Parliament, Council voting changes, and citizen’s 
initiative. Provided a legal personality, permanent President of the European Council, new diplomatic 
service and a High Representative for Foreign Affairs. The treaty was meant to clarify which powers 
belong to the EU, which belong to nation states and which are shared.  Many vetoes were scrapped. 
 The Lisbon Treaty provisions were virtually identical to the failed Constitution of 2007, rejected in 
referenda by France, Netherlands and Ireland.  It was just reworded.    Hence the quote below ... 

http://socialistreview.org.uk/327/letter-ireland�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaties_of_the_European_Union�


Stage 7 – May 2015.   

Progression from the self-governing, “free” United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI to 
merely a “region” in the United States of Europe with almost zero democracy. 
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Yes there is! Vote Leave in the Referendum for 
‘BreXit’. (See Presentation No. 7) 
“Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union?" 

The Democratic Vacuum – part 2. 

British Sovereignty 

So, from this to this in 42 years! Is there any hope?  
1973 - PM Edward Heath promises that “there is no question of Britain losing essential sovereignty” 



Once again, the British electorate give  
our mandate to OUR Parliament.  

Sovereignty = Freedom! 

How much of British government legislation can be 
chosen by us?  ie. by elected MPs 

National Sovereignty 

Influence of Nato, IMF, 
UN, appropriate Trade 
Agreements etc 

Stage 8 - 2017 + After a successful referendum and the British Exit - “BrExit”.  

British Sovereignty 

Back to the Future! The United Kingdom of Great Britain & NI leaves the United 
States of Europe and regains freedom & democracy. 
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But what a waste of 45 years and countless £ trillions  
plus wrecked lives, businesses and ambitions! 



No! 
No! 
No! 

Oui! 
Oui! 
Oui! 

(To paraphrase a rather famous lady!) 
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Thanks for your time 
and attention. 

The next presentation in the series will look at how much it costs us all. 
 

         May 2015  George Harlock  

 ...to the Exit door! ...... 
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